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One hundred 9th-grade studen ts were divided into four groups of 25 
each through systematic sampl i ng procedures. Each of the groups were tested, 
pre and post, by the Otis-lennon Mental Ability Test, forms J and K. During 
the pretest for all groups, the bac kground condition of silence was obsprved. 
During the posttest, one group was again tested in silence. The other three 
groups were each tested to one of three bock3round conditions : pop music, 
harn rock music, and soft rock music. Pop music played was chardcterized 
as more mellow, more melodic, and less intense than rock music. Hard rock 
music played was characterized as the most intense form with the hardest-
driving beat, as well as being the least melodic fo rm of the three . Soft 
rock music played was characterized as similar to hard rock but somewhat 
less intense and hard-driving. 
A comparison was made, through a series of 12 t-tests, between pretest 
and posttest means of all subjects, all male subjects, all female subjects, 
and each of the four groups--intact, males only, and females only. No s igni-
ficant differences in mean scores were found at the .01 or .05 levels of 
significance . The only two groups whose mean scores approached significance 
were the groups that listened to pop music and the males only from the pop 
music group. lower posttest scores for certain individuals were noted. 
More of th~se individuals were found in the group that listened to pop music 
than i~ any other group . 
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INTRODUCTION 
Many adults fi nd that a softer variety of background music is more 
appeasing than heavy-beat and up-tempo music, which interferes with their 
concentration. There has been a very limited amount nf research dealirg 
with background music's effect on young people . Several studies have 
been conducted dealing with the issue of background music's eff~ct on the 
mental activities of college-age and ~dult subjects. Only slightly over 
half of the studies reviewed in this paper, however, examined the effect 
of background music on subjects of elementary and high school age . Much 
of the research has utilized music not normally listened to by youth at 
t he " I ementary th l·ough college I eve Is. 
Several pertinen~ questions may be asked : "Can young people mentally 
concentrate while heavy-beat music is present in the bac kground?" and, 
further, "What effect does background music have on education-related 
activities?" Currently, parents and the American society at large are 
voi ci ng t heir disapproval of the educational community. Issues such as 
lowered test scores and the need for academic learning to take place in 
the home as well as in the school have been raised. Since today's young 
people often listen to baCKground music while doing their homework, 
background music's relationship to mental activity would seem to be a 
timely topic worthy of extensive investigation . 
Roc k music may be divided , for explanatory purposes, into two broad 
divisions : soft rock and hard rock . Soft rock has the heavy beat of hard 
rock, but it is not quite as intense in musical arrangement or vocal 
delivery . Often it is slower and somewhat mellower in form than hard rock 
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music. Ha~d rock music represents the contemporary music with the biggest 
beat; it is the hardest driving and most Intense of all musical forms. 
A third form of music called popular (pop) music has an even more subdued 
beat. Hereafter. these three forms of music are referred to as "youth 
music,lI 
The current study considered all three forms of youth music as back-
ground music and examined the relationship between IQ test results and 
backgrounu music. The IQ test was chosen as the mental activity to be 
undertaken while background music was being played because of the wide 
range of mental skills it demands of the subjects. Also. since the test 
was timed. a certain amount of pressure was placed on the subjects to 
finish the test and to sus t ain concentration. 
The Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test (1968) was the IQ test chosen 
as the measuring instrument because of its wide acceptance and the rela-
tively short period of time required for testing. It was believed that 
the level of mental demands required by such an instrument might better 
allow background music to show its true effect on mental activity. If the 
mental activity were any less demanding. it was believed that any general-
izing of the study's results which might occur would necessarily bp more 
restricted than it would otherwise be. 
Definition of Terms 
Youth music refers to the music most regularly listened to by yo~ng 
people who are in their teen years. This term also refers to the music 
which is played the most often on American radio stations and wnich sells 
the most records of recorded music. This is the t.ype of music that such 
prominent music trade magazines as Cashbox. Billboard. and Record World 
list as the most popular. by song and recording artist(s) 'In numerical 
sequence. in their monthly or periodical publications. 
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POP music refers to youth music that often has more discernible lyrics 
than rock music, i ~ less intense than rock music, and has a sweeter melodic 
pattern than rock music. It nonnally does not emphasize the amount of drum 
beat, instrumental beat, or heavy sound distortions so characteristic of 
rock music . Pop music might be considered the mellowest form of youth 
music. 
Hard rock music ~efers to a kind of youth music which has, in form, 
all of the properties mentioned above as a contrast to pop music. In addi-
tion, of all youth music forms, it might be said to have the heaviest 
drum beat and instrumental beat, as well as being the hardest driving and 
least melodic . Hard rock ncrmally will have more weird or unusual sounds 
than any other jouth music form. It can be ch. ,'acterized as frantic and 
may, at its furthest extremes of intensity, even approach the sounds of 
noise and Lhaos rather than sounding like what traditionally has been 
thought of as music. Hard rock ca~ indeed often become the sound of wild 
confusion. 
Soft rock music describes a youth music form that, unlike pop music, 
may encompass at anyone time any or all of the above characteristics 
attributed to hard rock music, but which is softer in SOUI,j than hard rock 
music. It is less intense, less hard driving, less heavy beated, and milder 
in form than hard rock music; yet it seems to lack the more melodic emphasis 
characteristic of pop music to the same degree that hard rock lacks this 
particular quality. Soft rock is still rock music, but--as the name 
implies--somewhat more subdued. 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem presented in this study was to determine which of four back-
ground conditions--silence, popular music, soft rock music , or hard rock 
music--would produce the most change, if any, in the mean scores of four 
groups of 9th-grade students ta ki ng the Ot i s-Lennon Mental Ability Test. 
The nu ll hypotheses deeoed appropr i ate and tested i n this study were as 
fol lows; 
1. There wi l l be no si gni f i can t differonce i n mean 10 scores of a 
~retest take n by a g,'oup of students under t he norma l tes t i ng condition 
of s il p.nce and a post test taken by t he same group of students with the 
treatment condition of popular background mus ic. 
2. There will ~e no si gni f i can t difference i n mean 10 scores of a 
pret est taken by a group of s tudents under the normal testing condition 
of , i lence and a posttes t ta ken by the same group of students with the 
treatment conditi on of soft ro~k bac kground music . 
3. There wi ll be no s igni ficant di ffe rence in mean IQ scores of a 
pretest taken by a group of s tudents under the normal testing condition 
of s i l ence and a posttest taken by the same group of students with the 
t reatment condit ion of hard ruck background music. 
Limitations of the Study 
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Si n.ce the subjects for thi s s t.udy were a 11 9th-grade students, gener-
alizing any results to other age groups must be restricted. Additionally, 
the subjects were all at t endi ng one hi gh school in a particular community 
and state and were of the Caucasian race . They were, therefore, a group 
with characteristics not necessarily representative of similar populations 
el sewhere. 
A second limitation of this study is found in the method used to 
select subjects. Random sampling was not used . Rather, systematic samp-
ling techniques were utilized to create the four groups to be tested. One 
hundred 9th-grade students were placed in four equal groups, alphabetically. 
A thi rd l imitation of this study has to do with the kind of mental 
activity tested . Background music's effect on only one kind of thinking 
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was tes t ed. that of taking an IQ test. Further. only one IQ test. t hough 
highly respected. was used to measure thinking. Only in part can the 
taking of an lQ test represent thinking in general. 
Cnly three kinds of music were used as background music accompanying 
testing. representing a fourth limitation of this study. The music used 
was popular. soft rock. and hard rock. Furthermore. the volume of the 
music was set at one level for all subjects . Had this level been set 
lower or hi gher. different results may nave resulted from the present 
study. 
R~VIEW OF LITERATURE 
Tne fir. t part of this review of literature examines the findings of 
physicians and therapi s ts regarding music's effect on the human mind and 
body. The second part of this review examines the influence of background 
music on varied task perfonr.ances. The third part deals with background 
music's effect on anxiety, hyperactivity, and testing. The fourth por-
t i on deals wi~h background music ' s effect on arithmetic and math testing. 
The fifth portion deals wlth background music's effe~t on reacing testing. 
The sixth and final portion deals with background music's effect on 
several kinds of verbal testing. In summary, this literature review 
reveals that music may be facilitdtive, nonfacilitative, or make no dif-
ference to the process of thinking. Many educational researchers have 
dealt with the effect of music on variQus kinds of performance. 50me of 
the earliest research dealt with music's effect on worker performance in 
factories and on the job. Later studies have delved into music and its 
effect on more mental kinds of activity, such as test taking, reading 
comprehension, etc. 
Capurso et al. (1952) have reported that moSt physicians hold that 
music exerts a strong influence on the higher cerebral centers and thence, 
through the systematic nervous system, upon other portions of the body, 
thus promoting digestive, secretory, circulatory, nutritive, and respira-
tory functions. Music has long been used in therapy of various kinds. 
Gaston (1965) has explained that required musical behavior may be adapted 
to psychological capacities and operational levels. These levels may 
have several bases: (a) mood, such as from sad to happy or from depressed 
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to manic; (b) motivation, from a low to a high de3ire for achievement; 
(c) i ntellectual, from lowest intelligence to IlIOSt gifted ; and (d) 
levp l s of knowledge pertaini ng to music . Gaston has indicated that, 
partly through ! he motivation intrinsic to mus ic and partly through the 
appropriate structure provided by the therapist, the individual may be 
moved from a less desirable psychological level to one more desirable . 
Background Music's Effect on Task Performance 
Licht's (1946) early finJings tend, in part, to concur with those 
stated by Gaston (1965) . In Li cht's view, musi ~ was not recommended as 
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a bac kground to wo rk whi ch requi res mental concentration. He felt that 
if the melody was too interesting or popular at the time, it may have been 
distracting. He stated further that where the work is largely physical, 
soft musi c has been shown to be a desirable adjuvant . 
One of the foremost pi oneers in the field of industrial musit is the 
Muzak Corporation. Wormer (1948), in hi s work wi t h the Mu zak Corporation 
in the United States, found that among all workers who listened to music 
while they worked, the music rated the highest was waltz music and popular 
music forms for the day. He found that of the 19,546 workers studied, 
only a little less th~n 4% had any objection to having music played at 
work. 
Devereux (1969), us i ng 31 telecommun ications operators involved in 
a work situation requiring routine and complex activities (including some 
clerical wvrk) in a 16-week study, found there was no significant change 
in overall work output as a result of the introduction of background rnusic, 
nor was there a significant change in attitudes about music at work. The 
workers were somewhat favorably disposed toward the music before and after 
its introduction, and a number of operators considered that it helped tnem 
to work better. 
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In a st udy by Konz (1964), the effect of environmental change un the 
performance of repetitive tasks was investigated with background music 
serving as the environmental cha~ge. Twenty noncollege women were hired 
for 2 we.:lks. Each worked on four different tasks : manual assembly, mark 
sens i ng 1. B. M. cards, additi on, and anagrams. Each sllbj ect served as her 
own control . In addition to an output criterion for pach task, errors 
were used as a criterion of performance for mark sensing and addition. 
The introduct ion of background music produced no significant differences 
in the group's productivity for any of the six criteria. The subjects' 
rank order of change in performance with music was not consistent from 
criterion to criterion . Therefore, no effect of music on performance 
was demonstrated . 
Podvin's (1967) study, involving two moderately retarded children, 
investigated the (nfluence of music on a work task (pegboard). One subject 
was the control subject and the other subject was the experimental ~ubject 
in each of four treatment conditions. In treatment condition one, music 
was presented immediately following each correct response. The result 
was a significant increase in rate of correct responding and a significant 
decrease in rate of incorrect responding. In treatment condition two, 
music was presented unrelated to the activity of the subject. This con-
dition yielded a lower rate of co .. rect responding and a higher rate of 
incorrect responding. In treatment condition three, the withdraYial of 
music following each correct response yielded either an unstable pattern 
or a definite decreasing pattern of responding. In treatment condition 
four, withdrawal of music unrelated to the activity of the subject in-
creased both correct and incorrect responding, as well as irregular 
patterns of responding. The author concluded that music can be helpful 
in the rehabilitatio" of the handicapped and in the adjustment of nrrmal 
individuals to their work . Podvin add~d that further investigation was 
warranted . 
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In this section, background music's beneficial relationship to 
physiological functioning of the human body and to psychological therapy 
has bepn discussed. Although a distraction factor was mentioned in regard 
to work requiring mental concentration, these studies indicate that music 
does not appear to h i~der task performanc~. The results of only one very 
l imited study determined that music helped performance . Nevertheless, 
background music is used extensively today in indu~try and business, point-
i ng to the apparent belief that it is QOre helpful than harn,ful in rel ~ tion 
to tDsk performance. 
~ackground Music's Effect on Anxiety, Hyperactivity, and Testing 
In a study by Rohner and Miller (1980) of Western Ken t ucky University, 
music's effect on state anxiety was examined using 321 introductory psy-
chology students as subjects . State anxiety was represented as a particular 
emotional mood that could be aroused or depressed according to the situation . 
Four types of music were used : (a) familiar-stimulating, (b) familiar-
sedative, (c) unfamiliar-stimulating, and (d) unfamiliar-sedative . All of 
the music wa~ classical musi c. The Eight State Questionnaire, forms A and B, 
was used to pre- and posttest st3te anxiety in the subjects. The results 
of this experiment proved to be statistically nonsignificant. However, a 
t , end was noted for sedative music to have some anxiety-reducing effects 
upon high state anxiety students. The authors theorized that perhaps highly 
anxious subjects require more toan 10 minutes of music to feel less anxious. 
Anxiety's effect on reading comprehension while music is being played 
was examined by Stanton (1975 ) . The author hypothesized that the beneficial 
· ~ . . 
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influence of background mu ; ic on highly test-anxious students might well 
be co~centrated in the initial period of task preparation and t hat con-
ti ~uanc e of the musi c wh i le the task was being performed would contribute 
no additional fac ilitative effect . One hundred sixty-two 3rd-year and 
fi nal-year college students were involved as subjects, collectively. 
Ninety-three 2nd-year students were tested similarlY but indi~ i dua l)y. 
The three test conditions for a test-anxious group and a group low in 
test anxiety were silence, preparation music op1y, and music throughout 
the test. The test was a simple comprehension test (20 questions ) fol low-
ing the r~ading of a l,500-word passage. Results of this study confirmed 
the author's hypothesis. In addition, no differences were discernible 
in the three conditions for the low-anxiety subjects. Continuing the 
music during test-taking seemed not ~o produce poorer scores fo , high-
or low-anxiety subject~. 
Co1oert's (1961) study dealt with the topic of high- and low-anxiety 
subjects and their ability to recall nonsense syllables and letter config-
urations under the influence of background music. The subjects were 49 
undergraduate male and female students. The testing procedure consisted 
of the following : (a) testing half of the high-anxiety group and half of 
the low-anxiety gr~up with musical stimulation, (b) testing half of the 
high-anxiety group and half of the low-anxiety group without musical 
stimulation, and (c) reversing the groups and testing procedures 1 week 
after the original testing. The conclusions drawn by the researcher were 
as follows: 
1. The inclusion of musical stimulation can improve performance of 
some students on certain tasks. 
2. Musical stimulation does not facilitate the performance of all 
students on the two experimental tasks. 
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3. Anxiety. as measured by the Taylor Manifest Anxi~ty Scale. is 
not. shown to be a factor in determining the amount 01 improved per~o · mance 
with musical stimulation. 
4. The results are consistent wi th "narrowed attention" concept 
proposed by other resea rchers. 
Somewhat akin to anxiety is hyperactivity. Scott (1970) studied 
ch ildren with IQs from 89 to 97 who lived in a cottage-style. treatment-
oriented home for children not able to adjust in their community because 
of en~tional or behavioral problems. The study measured the chi ldren's 
ability to complete academic as~ignments under four different conditions. 
two with and without background music in an open classroom and two with 
and without background music. placing each child in a separa t e booth . 
The music used was popular with these chi ldren at the time. 
Performa nce on a 10-minute arithmetic test was the dependent variable 
in this study . Results showed that children in t he normal classroom set-
ting scored significantly higher when music was played . Unexpectedly. 
children's scores in booths went down (three out of four students) when 
music was added. Also . the children all scored higher in booths with no 
music than in the normal classroom situation with no music. One final 
result : Although the scores of ~hildren in booths went down when music 
was added. th~y were still somewhat higher than their scores in the silent. 
normal classroom condition . 
These studies would seem to indicate. overall. that background music 
may be facilitative for some high-anxiety and hyperactive subjects. The 
mixed results seemed to relate to how music was utilized in each of the 
studies. It would appear that not a11 subjects benefited from hearing 
background If,usic while mental tasks were undertaken. 
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Background Music's Effect on Arithmetic and Math Testing 
In a study by Howsesian and Heyer (1973) , an arithmetic test was 
combined with t he Differential Aptitude Test, the Language Usage Spelling 
Test, and the Self-Concept of Ability Scale to test 167 10th-grade students. 
The subjects were tested in one of five conditions : (a) with no external 
neise, (b) with rock music, (c) with folk music, (d) with classical 
instrumental music, and (e) with classical vocal music . The results of 
this experiment indicated that the four types of music played during 
tes t ing did not affect the subjects' test performance . Also, it did not 
af fect sel f -ratings on a selt-concept measure, regardless of the music 
type used as a distractor. 
I.ane (1977) studied the effects of three types of background music on 
selected behaviors in an elemental"Y school setting. The subjects were 69 
boys and girls, ranging in ages from 8 to 9 years . Math was the school 
subject used as a basis for considering performance. The purpose of the 
study was to see what effects stiMulus progressive (SP), sedative music 
(SM), and ~~pular music (PM) had on six dependent variables : math achieve-
ment, task-rele~ant behavior, reported feelings of tiredness and pleasant-
ness, noise level, and teacher response . The conclusions and predictions 
from the study were as follows : 
1 The classroom that receives soft background music in the above 
order should find students' math achievement increasing related to their 
academic aptitude. 
2. The classroom that receives a background music of PM, SP, and SM 
will note a progressive math achievement trend. 
3. Math achievement gains under PM will not be as gl"eat as under 
SM or SP. 
4. The classroom that receives background music (SP , SM, and PM) 
will decline slightly in apparent task-relevant behavior, but with no 
accompanying achievement decline. 
5. In classrooms that receive background music (SP, SM, and PM) , 
students will report feelings of being more rested and pleasant. 
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6. In classrooms that receive background music (SP, SM, and PM) , 
noise level will remain below the level at which the music may be heard. 
Engel and Engel (1962) also studied music ' s effect on arithmetic 
testing of 5th-grade students. The 25 subjects in this study were from a 
regular 5th-grade classroom. The group was tested doing simple arithmetic 
under the conditions of musical distraction and silence . The outcome of 
this study showed no results with statistical significance . 
Kopp (1958) investigated the effects of stimulating and relaxing music 
or. children taking a 4th-grade arithmetic test. A sampling group of 319 
4th-grade children from three public schools was divided into three test 
groups . The following were the procedures and the results: 
1. Test Group I--Oifferences between scores on tests with relaxing 
music and those with no music showed no significance . 
2. Test Group II--Oifferences between scores of tests with stimula-
ting music and those with no Inusic showed no significance . 
3. Test Group III--Oifferences between scores on t~sts with relaxing 
music and those with stimulating music showed no significance. 
Three of the four studies in this section showed background music had 
no significant effect on the math performance of elementary and high school 
students. One of these three studies also measured students' performance 
on aptitude and spelling tests . The one study that showed an increase in 
math performance was in a classroom situation with background music being 
played. 
Background Music's Effect on Reading Testing 
Fogelson (1973) conducted an experiment with students in two Bth-
grade English classes. One class was termed bright and the other was 
termed nonbright by educators . The classes were divided into four 
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equal groups according to their Stanford-Binet IQs : (a) bright, without 
music; (b) bright, with music ; (c) nonbright, without music; and (d) 
nonbright, with music. The Iowa Tests of Basic Skills' reading test was 
given. Groups without music were tested under standard condition$, whereas 
other groups were tested while hearing popular instrumental music . The 
following conclusions resulted from this study: 
1. Playing popular instrumental music during test-taking adversely 
affected the reading test performance of 14 Bth-grade students (all of 
those tested). Bright students without music out-performed those with 
music . 
2. Ability interacted significantly with reading performance. 
3. The seven nonbright students suffered greater score losses with 
music added than did the seven bright students . 
Henderson, Crews, and Barlow (1945) used 50 freshman college women 
in an experiment to study music distraction and reading efficiency. These 
women were divided into three equally matched groups based on psychological 
examination scores and reading test scores. The Nelson-Denny Reading 
Test was used . Before taking the test, the subjects filled out a question-
naire primarily to determine whether they were accustomed to studying with 
the radio on or not. Both pretests and posttests were given in three 
different environments . The first group was tested with no distraction, 
the second group with classical music being played, and the third group 
with popular music being played. Tests were administered on three suc-
cessive afternoons. The findings were 
1. Popular music distracted a group of subjects significantly on 
the paragraph section of the test. Classical music showed no evidence 
of distraction in either the vocabul ary or paragraph sections of the 
test, nor did the popular music show evidence of distraction upon 
vocabulary. 
2. Students accustomed to studying with the radio were influenced 
as much or as little as studen ts unaccustomed to studying with the 
radio. 
While the popular music in this study was both instrumental and vocal, 
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the classical music was all instrumental. Perhaps the findings could have 
open affected by this lack of un i formity. 
Hall (1952) studied 278 8th- and 9th-grade students with regard to 
background music and reading comprehension. These students particpated 
in the experiment during their regularly scheduled study hall period. 
The test used was the Nelson Silent Reading Test, vocabulary and paragraph 
section. Intelligence and achievement test scores were noted. The results 
of this study showed the following: 
1. Approximately 58% of the 245 students tested showed a score increase 
when the test was given with background music. 
2. The first morning period and the first and se~ond afternoon peri-
ods showed the largest gain in scores with background music . 
3. Those 9th-graders whose intelligence rating was in the lowest 
quartile led in amount of improvement with background music. 
4. Of those 8th-graders whose achievement tests ranked them in the 
lower half of the class, 55.56% scored higher with music being played. 
5. Boys showed a larger mean gain with music than girls. 
6. Familiarity with study at home with radio music being played had 
no significant influence on the results. 
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7. The results of the students with musical tra ining or experience 
did not vary significantly from those of the nonmusicians. 
Another study, combining music with several adult reading improve-
ment classes, was conducted by McCord {I96I} . The researcher and teacher 
of the classes admitted to the study hav i ng been more subjecti ve 3nd 
"clinical" in nature than rigidly statistical. Background music was 
played to the students in these classes at intervals during class sessions. 
The music played was subjectively evaluated by McCord as bieng "soothing." 
These were the results : 
1. A substantial number of persons in the classes were convinced 
that the music taught them to read better . 
2. The great majority of the students enjoyed having the music 
played during class sessions, and said that the music was relaxing. 
Those express ing dislike for the music generally did not like music or 
felt it made them sleepy. 
Freeburne and Fleischer {I952} conducted a study regarding music dis-
traction and reading rate and comprehension. Four kinds of music were 
used : classical, semiclassical, popular, and jazz . All of the music used 
was nonvocal , thereby eliminating what had been a complication in some 
other studies. Two hundred and eighty students in eight introduction to 
psychology classes were ~sed as subjects . Approximately 40 subjects wel'e 
assigned to one of five groups . Each of four groups l i stened to the 
above kinds of music . A fifth group was a control group. The reading 
material was expanded from the Robinson-Hall Test for Reading Ability. 
Results revealed no significant differences in the performance of the 
groups, except that the jazz group read significantly faste r than the 
control group . No significant relationship was found between level of 
intelligence and the influence of music distraction upon either rate or 
comprehension of reading . 
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The studies in t~is section showed quite opposite findings . Two 
studies indicated background mus ic was benefi ci al. and two studies showed 
it was nonbeneficial to performance on reading tests given to junior high. 
college . and adult subjects . A fifth study utilizing college students 
as subjects revealed no significant differences in performance of groups 
tes ted with background music and a group tested without background music . 
Background Music's Effect on Several Kinds of Verbal Testing 
A study concerning music's effect on spontaneous writing was conducted 
by Donlan (1976) . Fifty students from two intact classrooms in a high 
school were the subjects for a two-phase study . The researcher drew the 
following tentative generalizations from phase one of the study : 
1. The quality and quantity of students' spontaneous writings are 
affected by music used as a stimulus. 
2. As for quantity. only music which is vocal and unfamiliar appears 
to have an inhibiting effect on students' writing . 
3. As for quality. only music that is vvcal and unfamiliar appears 
to have an inhibiting factor on students ' writing . 
Tentative generalizations drawn from phase two of the study were : 
1. Students will write more when the music stimulus is unfamiliar 
fo reign language vocal . rather than unfamiliar English vocal. 
2. Students will write less when the music stimulus i s unfamiliar 
classical vocal. rather than unfamiliar popular vocal. 
3. Students will write worse (quality) when the music stimulus is 
unfamiliar classical vocal. rather than unfamiliar popular vocal. 
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lihitley (1934) conducted four experiments using music related to the 
memory proces;es of college students enrolled in psychology classes. In 
~he first t~o experiments. students were to learn as many words as they 
could in a given number of minutes. In all experiments. students were 
tested individually. In experiment one. music was played as a prior con-
dition to the learning of joy and sorrow words . Both slow and fast mllsic 
exerted a slightly detrimental effect upon learning. as compared with 
the normal condition (three groups in all). In the second experiment. 
music was played during the learning of monosyllabic ~iords (!! = 12B) . 
Likewise. the normal condition showed a similar slight superiority over 
the musical conditions mentioned in experiment one. In the third experi-
ment. an anticipation method was u~ed in which it was assumed the list 
was learned when the subject was able to anticipate successfully each 
succeeding word before it was presented (!! = 25). Differences were very 
slight under five different conditions (one normal plus four kinds of 
music). The fourth experiment had to do with the possible influence of 
music upon the learning of poetry (!! = 30). Conditions were normal. 
tempestuous music. and ~low music. Results indicated clearly the superi-
ority of the normal condition over the two musical conditions. Least 
returns were obtained when tempestuous music was played. Whitley concluded 
that music is a slight distraction to a plocess of memorization. 
Remembering nonsense syllables is another test of verbal ability which 
was investigated in a musical setting by Baugh and Baugh (1965). The 
subjects. 50 introductory psychology col l ege students. were randomly 
assigned to five musical and experimental conditions: silent. classical. 
oriental. jazz. and rock-n-roll. Each subject was tested individually 
and was given 10 minutes to concentrate on 20 nonsense syllables. The 
subject was then asked to ~rite all he or she could remember. giving 
correct spelling and location in the list. Each subject. following the 
experiment. declared his or her musical preference on a questionnaire. 
The following were the results: 
1. There was no significant difference in the effects of silence. 
classical. oriental. or jazz music on learning . 
2. Any differences among the mean scores were found not to be a 
function of the subject's interest in music. as measured on the 
questionnaire . 
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3. Analysis of specific mean differences showed significant dif-
ferences between rock-n-roll and si~ence. rock-n-roll and classical. and 
rock-n-roll and oriental . In each of these comparisons. rock-n-roll 
showed the least number of nonsense syllables learned. 
Barnes (1976) examined the effects of relaxation and selected mood-
appropriate music on recall in a public school setting. utilizing 117 
high school psychology students. The results of the study showed that 
relaxation had a stabilizing effect on the recall of didactic material. 
Music. on the other hand. appeared to have the opposite effect. Statisti-
cal di f ferences between control and experimental groups were found in 
both conditions. The test and retest method was used. 
Mandell (1974) tested subjects to musi c . utilizing the language 
subtest of the California Achievement Test. The entire 12th grade of a 
high school was randomly divided into four groups. which were equally 
distributed by sex. and tested. Three of the groups each had a different 
type of music played in the background during testing. and one had none. 
Music used was (al highly stimulating. (2) moderately stimulati~g. and 
(c) sedative-soothing. Text anxiety was induced by telling the subjects 
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they must get 85% of the questions correct or face taking a reaedial 
English course . The resu ts of the study showed no significant difference 
among the treatment groups or between se~es. nor was there any interaction 
between these factors and how music distraction affected mental test 
performance. 
A study of 250 equally matched ·lth-grade students was conducted by 
Wi lliams (1961) on three separate occasi ons . One study was in 1947. one 
in 1948. and one 1953. Three different forms of the American Council on 
Education High School Psychological Examination were used as the testing 
in<trument . Certain outcomes were as follows : 
1. Popular music adversely affected mental test performance when 
tasks involved quantitative ability. 
2. Popular music did not affect mental test performance involving 
linguistic ability. 
3. Po pu lar music adversely affected students of average and above 
average academic rank mo re than those of lower academ ic rank. 
4. Popular music adversely affected boys more than girls . 
5. Cla ssical music did not affect mental test performance . 
6. Stated attitudes regarding distractability were inconsistent 
with actual mental tes t performance. 
7. Relat ive posit ion in the group wa s not affected by music in the 
case of the girls but was somewhat af fected by popular music in the case 
of the boys. 
In a study by Stainbac k. Stainback. and Hallahan (1973). noise and 
background mus ic's effect on task-relevant and task-irrelevant learn i ng 
was tested on 64 educable mentally retarded students. The learning 
involved associating drawings of common household objects with drawings 
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of animals and in a particular manner. Four kinds of groups were tested 
under the following conditions: silence. noise distraction. music dis-
traction. and music-noise distraction. A primary and an intermed iate 
age group were tested in each testing condition. The results indicated 
there was a significant difference between the music and nonmusic groups 
on task-relevant learning scores in favor of the music group . No other 
significant differences were found between age groups. kinds of learning. 
or testing groups. 
A somewhat different approach to music's effect on mental work was 
instigated by Schlichting and Brown (1970). Their study consisted of 
comparin9 a series of 12 biology lectures and an exam with background 
music to a similar series in which background music was lacking. Three 
college classes. totaling 225 students. were involved. Students' musical 
preferences. from highly preferred to monotonous and distracting. were 
used to determine the kinds of music to be played in the study. The 
authors found that the quality of music was of utmost importance. ~tudents 
preferred soft jazz. semiclassical. slow popular. instrumental. movie 
themes. strings. bossa nova. and Beatles music. in that order of preference. 
Overall. the data suggested that music was beneficial for the majority of 
students. in that it improved their grades by approximately 4.6%. 
The fioal study reported on in this section was devoted to determining 
background music's relationship to spelling achievement in the fifth 
grade. In this study. Herman (1968) used control and experimental groups 
in two above-average. two average. and two below-average classes. Ability 
was determined by the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test. Semiclassical 
and marching music was used. Data gathered revealed that: (a) the playing 
of background music did not produce higher achievement in spelling as 
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measured by weekly or 4-week unit tests, (b) the use of background music 
did not affect pupils' interest in spelling, (c) semiclassical and march 
music had about the same effect on spelling achievement, and (d) back-
ground music played during spelling seat-work did not aid or hinder 
appreciably the spelling achievement of children on weekly and unit tests. 
The studies in this section again show varied results: that background 
music may be detrimental, nondetrimental, or helpful. A tendency for 
popular music to negatively affect performance was again noted. Through-
out the research discussed thus far, popular music has been shown to be 
the form most detrimental to various cognitive tasks. 
The studies reviewed represent a wide variety in which background 
music's effect on the thinking process has been explored . There appears 
to be a lack of such research involving psychological testing to background 
music . Only one study reviewed utilized psychological testing as the 
dependent variabl e. Also few in number appear to be the ~ tudies which 
specifically name rock (or rock-n-roll) music as the independent variable, 
with the dependent variable being the measurement of a thinking process. 
Only two of the studies reviewed used this independent variable. Several 
studies tested subjects to background music which was described as stimu-
lating r r popular, but these terms are general and can refer to several 
kinds of music. Therefore, the focus of the present study was to examine 
the results of psychologically testing young people to background music 
most representative of the kinds they listened to . 
MEHlflO 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether three kinds of 
contemporary youth background music would signific~ntly affect posttest 
scores of three groups of 9th-grade students taking an intelligence test . 
Each group was treated with a different kind of background music. A 
pretes twas fi rs t gi ven eaclt group to es tab 1 i sh mean performance on an 
alternate form of the test. Subjects were assigned to treatment groups 
by selective sampling. The majo r ity of the school's 9th-grade students 
selected their favorite artist(s) and albums from each of the three 
musical categories. These albums were used to furnish background music 
for each of the three musical trea.tment cunditions . A fourth (control) 
group was pre- and posttestetl with the normal condition of silence . 
Subjects 
The subjects for this study were selected from a population consist-
ing vf all 9th-grade students at Beech Senior High School in Hendersonville, 
Tennessee. There was a total of 129 9th-grade students in the initial 
population. Two factors contributed to the reduction of this number to 
100 students who took part in this study: (a) since it was necessary for 
each subject to take part in two separate phases of the study, absenteeism 
during one or both testing sessions eliminated several subjects; (b) only 
those students who h~d secured written permission from a parent could 
participate. This sample represented 77.5% of the total target population 
and was divided into four equal groups of 25 each. The division was 
accomplished alphabetical'ly, the first group being students whose last 
names began with the letters "A" through some of the "O"s . The second 
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group continued with the remainder of those whose last names began with 
"0" and continued through a portion of those whose last names began with 
"J. " The third group represented the remainder of the "J"s through the 
"P"s, and the fourth group consisted of the "R"s through the "Y"s (and the 
remainder of the sample). Since all student~ in the sam91e were in the 
same grade, their ages were very similar in each of the four groups . 
Table 1 shows the mean ages for groups I, 2, 3, and 4 at 14.6 years, 14.44 
years, 14 .48 years, and 14 .6 years, respectively. The mean age for all 
subjects was 14.53 years. The ratio of md1es to f~ma1es in all but one 
group was similar. In group 2, there were 11 males and 14 males. Groups 3 
and 4 each consisted of 13 males and 12 females. Group I , the control 
group, had 16 male; and 9 females. In the entire sample, there were 53 
males and 47 females. 
Instrument 
The measuring instrume~t used in this study was the Otis-Lennon Mental 
Ab;]ity Test (1968) forms J and K (equivalent forms of the test). It is 
published by The Psychological Corporation. This instrument was selected 
bec~use of its high validity and reliability and because the various items 
in the test measure the verbal, numerical, and symbolic reasoning abilities 
associated with general mental ability. The alternate forms' reliability 
for this test and for this age group shows that forms J and K have a .94 
coefficient of correlation. Additionally, this instrument was designed for 
use with classroom groups and is easily administered. The 40 minutes of 
actual working time for the test called for sustained concentration from 
the subjects but appeared not so long as to tire or threaten them. Finally, 
this instrument had not been used as a part of the testing program in the 
school where this study was conducted. Thus, the subjects were unfamiliar 
with it, enhancing its value for purposes of the study. 
Table '1 
Number of Males and ~emales and Mean Ages 
For All Subjects and Treatment Groups 
Group N Males N Females Mean Age 
Group 1 16 9 14.6 
(Control) 
Grou~ 2 11 14 14.44 (Pop 
Grilup 3 
(Soft-rock) 
13 12 14.48 
Group 4 
(Hard-rock) 
13 12 14.6 
All Subjects 53 47 i~.53 
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Procedure 
The procedure for data collection i n the present study was accomplished 
in t he fo llowi ng manner : A letter to grant or r.ot grant permission for 
thei r child to take the Oti s -L2nnon Mental Ability Test. forms J and K. 
was sent to the parents of all 129 ~ th-grade students at Beech High School. 
The dis tri bu t ion and collection process was accompl ished by the 9th-grade 
homeroom teachers . Of the total target population. 12 subjects ' parents 
di d not grant permission for their child to take the two forms of the 
t est . Th~se negative respondents elimi nated 9.3% of the total target 
popula t ion . Absen t eeism eliminated the remaining 17 students or 13. 2% 
of t hp total target population. One hundred students remained for 
data-gathering purposes in this study . 
A si mple survey was taken to dete rmine which musical groups or indi-
vidual art i sts were the most popul ar of those who sang music in each of 
three categor i es of music : hard rock. soft rock . and po~ music . Four 
9th-grade English classes wer-e asked to list their favoritt! artists and 
albums . in order of preference . in t he three musical divisions. A thor-
ough explanation was given to all students prior to the survey as to the 
exact meaning. as used in this study. of each tyPt! of music. The results 
of the survey showed the fol l owi ng categorical favorites : (a) the favorite 
hard rock group was AC/DC. and the favorite album of this group was Back 
in Black; (b ) the favorite soFt rock group was R.E.O. Speedwagor. . and 
the favorite album of this group was Hi Infidelity ; and (c) the favorite 
pop artist/ group was The J . Geils Band. and the favorite album produced 
by them was Freeze Frame. As a result of this survey. these three albums 
were chosen as the independent variables to be played as background music 
for the treatment groups in this study. 
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The belief underlying allowing a majority of the 9th graders ~o 
sel ect the background music to be used was that this music, highly ~opular 
with 9th graders, would t end to elicit more l i sten i ng from them (and thus 
be more potentially distracting) than music chosen by others. Also, it 
was felt that an) later generalizing of t his study's results to typical 
activities of the subjects such as doing homework to music would n~ces­
sitcte utilizing in the study the music most representative of that 
normally listened to by the subjects. 
The first testing for all groups involved no treatment conditions 
and occurred in silence. Form J of the Otis-I.ennon Ment"l Ability Test 
was the ~easuring instrument . Groups 1, 2, 3, dnd 4 were tested in the 
same classroom dt 10:00 a.m. on 4 successive days, 22-25 March 1982 . All 
s tudents were given the same set of instructions by the same person in 
charge of testing. Notice had been given that there were to be no inter-
ruptions of any sort during the test i ng period for those being tested . 
This notice was strictly adhered to. Students were seated alphabetically 
from the first row of desks to the last. The lighting level was the same 
for all groups. Question~ asked by the subjects wel-e answered prel iminary 
to testing . The only help given students during testing time was pro-
vision of extra pencils for those whose lead broke and answers to a 
minimum of procp~ural questions . When students finished their tests, they 
closed their test booklets, turned their answer sheets face downward on 
their des ks, and sat quietly until all tests had bee~ completed, or until 
time was up for working on the tests--whichever came first. Students were 
not allowed to talk during the testing period. 
The second testing for all groups involved treatment conditions for 
groups 2, 3, and 4 but not for group 1, which was tested again in silence. 
Form K of the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test was the measuring instrument. 
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Group 2 was tested exactly as before, except that pop background music 
was played. Group 3 was tested exactly as before, except for the addi-
tion of soft rock as the background music. Group 4 was tested exactly as 
before, except for the 3ddition of hard rock background music being played. 
Vocal music wa, the predominate fo~ of music nn all albums used in each 
treatment condition. 
Careful attention was again paid to the control of all extraneous 
variables in the second testing of the subjects. Groups 1 through 4 
were tested in the same classroom as in the first testing. Again, they 
were all tested a ~ 10:00 a.m. on 4 successive days, 19-<2 April 1982. 
All extraneous variables involved in the first testin9 were carefully 
controlled in the same manner in the second testing. For groups 2, 3, 
and 4, tested to background music, the volume control setting on the 
record player was set at the same level for all groups. The record player 
was situated at the front and center of the classroom, and the volume 
control was set to play the albums quite lotldly for all groups. The 
volume of the music played to testing might be described as loud enough 
to allow the students to converse between desk rows (approximately 4 feet 
apart) and still be heard by each other--had that been allowed. 
RESULTS 
Analyses of data were accomplished through the Office of Academic 
Computing and Resea rch Services at Western Kentucky University. The com-
puter analysis master program utilized to obtain the statistical data was 
the SPSS program. The specific program utilized from the master program 
was SUBPROG~l T-TEST, published in 1975 by McGraw-Hill Publishers. Data 
were sent to the Uni versity of Kentucky Computing Center where fifteen 
correlated !-tests were complete1. The computerized results of these tests 
were then sent hack to the Office of Academic Computing and Research 
Ser·vi ces at Wes tern Kentucky Uni vers i ty. 
I-tests were run to reveal the magnitude of differences between pre-
and posttest results from groups 1, 2, 3, and 4. T-tests were also calcu-
lated for differences in pre- and posttest results of males in groups 1, 2, 
3, and 4. In addi t ion, !-tests were calculat~ d for differences between 
pre- and posttest result~ of females in groups 1, 2, 3, and 4. Finally, 
!-tests were computed for differences between pre- and posttest results of 
the entire group, all ~ales, and all females. The specific musi c condition 
associated with each group has been place1 in each of the appropriate tables. 
In order to determine the equivalence of the four groups, the pretest 
means were compared using a !-test for independent means. Table 2 contains 
the obtained! values. Inspection of these data indicates that group 1 dif-
fered significantly from group 2, but that all other combinations failed to 
reaCh a .01 level of significance. Thus, the selective sampling procedure 
did not achieve total equivalence between the four groups. This lack of 
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Table 2 
T-tes t Compa risons Bet ween Group Means 
for Pretes t Equivalence 
Group Compari son 
Group 1 VL 2 
Grou p 1 vs . 3 
Group 1 vs . 4 
Group 2 VS . 3 
Group 2 vs. 4 
Group 3 vs . 4 
Note. Gro up 1 = control 
Group 2 = pop 
Group 3 = soft rock 








* = signifi cance at the .01 level of significance 









equivalence must be considered when the posttest results are examined. 
All scores utili 7ed as data in this study were Deviation IQ (o[ Q) scores, 
which are, in effect, normalized standard scores with a mean of 100 and a 
s ~andard deviation of 16 point~. The oIQ is an index of a pupil's relative 
intelligence :ihen compared with pupils of similar chronological age, regard-
less of grade placement. The standard error of measurement of the inst, .u-
ment, the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test, is 3.9 oIQ points for subjects 
whose ages are the same (14 years) as the subjects for this study . The 
null hypotheses tested in this study are 
1. There will be no significant di ffercnce in mean IQ scores of a 
pretest taken I>y a group of students un~er the normal testing condition 
of silence and d posttest taken by the same group of students with the 
treatment ,ondition of popular background music. 
2. There will be no significant difference in mean lQ scores of a 
pretest taken by a gro~p of students under the normal testing condition 
of silence and a posttest taken by the same group of students with the 
treatment condition of soft rock background w.usic. 
3. There will be no significant difference in mean lQ scores of a 
pretest taken by a group of students under the normal testing condition 
of silence and a posttest taken by the same group of students with the 
treatment condition of hard rock background music. 
The results of this study showed t~at there were no significant dif-
ferences found between the pre- and posttest means at the .01 or .05 levels. 
The computer generaied ! values, relating to the research hypotheses, have 
been summarized in Table 3. Table 4 compares pre- and posttest means for 
all subjects, all male subjects, and all female subjects. All male sub-
jects' mean scores showed the most difference. However, no significant 
differences between n~an scores were found for any of these three groups. 
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Table 5 compares pre- and posttest means for males only in each of 
the four groups. As indicated in Tables 4 and 5, the only pre- and posttest 
means that approached significance were those in group 2, as a whole, which 
was the group that listened to pop background music, and group 2--males only. 
The means for group 2, as a whole, were statistically different at the .066 
level, and the means for group 2 males were statistically different at the 
. 072 level. In both c,ses, posttest means were lower than pretest means. 
Group 2, as a whole, had a pretest mean of 109.60 and a posttest mean of 
106.80. Group 2 males had a pretest mean of 107.9091 and posttest mean of 
103.1818. 
Table 6 compares pre- and posttest means of females only in each of 
the four groups. No significant difference was found between pre- and 
posttes t means in any of these groups. 
Fifteen correlated i-tests were used to analyze data resulting fro. 
this study. Pre- and posttest means were examined . None of the groups 
showed a significant difference between means. Pre- and posttest means 
for group 2 and group 2 , males only, were statist ically different at the 
.066 and .072 levels , respect ively. 
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Table 3 
Statistical Data Derived from Pre and Post T-tests 
on All Gro~ps 
Group Pretest Mean Pas ttes t Mean .!. Value df 
Group 1 
(Control) 100.4400 102.3600 1. 57 24 
Group 2 109.6000 (Pop) 106.8000 1. 93 24 
Group 3 105.3600 (Soft rock ) 104.8800 0.37 24 
Group 4 
(Hard rock) 104.7200 105.5600 0.83 24 
Note . df = de9rees of freedom 
Table 4 
Statistical Data Derived from Pre and Post I-tests on 
All Subjects. All Male Subjects. and All Female Subjects 
Group Pretest Mean Pas ttes t Mean 1: Val ue 
All Subjects 105.0300 104.9000 0.20 
All Subjects 
(Males) 104.1509 103.7358 0.44 
All Subjects 
(Females) 106.0213 106.2128 0.22 







Statistical Data Derived from Pre and Post I-tests 
on All Groups (Males Only) 
Group Pretest Mean Posttest Mean T Value df 
Group 1 
(Control) 
100.9375 102 . 0625 0.77 15 
Group 2 107.9091 103 . 1818 2.01 10 
(Pop) 




105 .2308 107.6154 1. 71 12 
Note. df = degrees of freedom 
Table 6 
Statistical Data Deri ved from Pre and Post T-tests 
on All Groups (Females Only) 
Group Pretest Mean Posttest Mean T Val ue df 
Group 1 99.5556 102 .8889 1.49 8 
(Control) 
Group 2 110.9286 109.6429 0.71 13 
(Pop) 
Group 3 107.0000 107 . 5833 0.40 11 
(Soft rock) 
Group 4 104.1667 103 .3333 0.61 11 
(Hard rock) 
Note. df = degrees of freedom 
DISCUSSION. IMPLI CATIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine if various kinds 
of background music made any difference in the mean scores on an intelli-
gence test taken by three groups of 9th-grade students wi thin one high 
school. Three kinds of music were used : hard rock; soft rock; and pop. 
Each group was subjected to one of these forms of background music while 
taking the posttest. Each group had taken the same test earlier. in an 
alternate form. with no musica l treatment condition. A fourth group was 
also tested twice. but in both testings with no musical treatment condition. 
This fourth "roup. referred to as group number 1 in the present study. and 
the lack of significance of difference in their mean scores helped establish 
two important factu.s- -the reliability of the measuring ins trument and that 
test familiarity did not significantly affect test scores. 
It would appear that these findings for group 1 strengthen the experi-
mental design and procedures of the present study. Other major areas of 
strength in design and procedures relating to this study are as follows : 
1. All groups were pre- and posttested in close temporal proximity. 
2. Extraneous variables were carefully controlled . All groups were 
tested at the same time period of the day in pre- and posttesting. 
3. There was sufficient variat ion of the independent variable (3 
kinds of music) between treatment groups. 
4. A valid. reliable measuring instrument. the Otis-Lennon Mental 
Ability Test. was used. 
5. A comparable administration of the measuring instrument for all 
treatment groups was enacted. 
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6. The total number of male subjects (53) and female subjects (47) 
was quite similar. 
In the treatment groups listening to background music dur i ng the taking of 
the posttest, the male to female ratios were quite similar: Group 2 totaled 
11 male and 14 female subjects. Group 3 totaled 13 male and 12 female 
subjects . Group 4 tota led 13 male and 12 female subjects. (Group 1, the 
control group, was composed of 16 male and 9 female subjec ts .) 
The major findings of the present study , in general , supported the 
research hypotheses . No mean differences were shown at the .01 or the .05 
levels of significance. Only two of the fifteen data groups approached 
significant differences in pre- and pos ttest means. It is interest ing to 
note that these two groups were in the grouping tre. ted with pop music as 
a background to test i~. These two data groups --group 2 as a whole and 
group 2 males--were subjected to a kind of background music (during the 
taking of the posttest) that emphasized the vocal and lyric portions of 
the music to a much greater extent than did the soft rock and hard rock 
music listened to by treatment groups 3 and 4. It migh t be presumed that 
listening to words and perhaps contempla ting their meanings i s more dis-
tracting than listening to music which covers over the vocals wi th heavier 
beats and special musical effects, as is the case with hard and soft rock 
music. 
From these findings, it seems apparent t hat efficiency at performing 
mental tasks for the majority of young people at the gt~-grade level suffers 
little or not at all from the playing of contemporary youth music during 
the process. It would appear that young people at this age level have the 
abil i ty to "tune out " or "tune down" the music sufficiently to be able to 
function effectively on even a mental activity as difficult as taking an 
intell igence test. 
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Although the relationship between background music and adult mental 
behavior was not dealt with in this study, the assumption might be made 
that adults often find music more distracting than did the young people 
ineolved in this study. If that is the case, it is difficult to understand 
why since the ability to concentrate--l i ke other such abilities--should 
increase with experience and years. 
While the focus of this study was on group data, it was noted that 
individual test scores were affected by treatment conditions. Th e foll ow-
ing are some incidental statistics, worthy of mention: The data in 
Tab l e 7 indicates that within group 2. the group which showed the most 
mean difference in pre and post scores. there were more indi viduals who 
made a lower score under treatment conditions than there were in any other 
group. Sixteen of the twenty-five s ' jects made lower scores on t he posttest 
than on the pretest. This figure compares with ten subjects making lower 
scores on the posttest in group I, eleven subjects making lower scores on 
the posttest in group 3, and ten subjects making lower scores on the posttest 
in group 4. On the other hand, group 2 had the fewest subjects to show a 
post score improvement of any group . Only eight subjects showed improve-
ment versus groups I, 3, and 4 showing improvements by fourteen, twelve, 
and twelve subjects, respectively . 
Individual statistics in Table 6 reveal that group 2 had more subjects 
with excessively lower post scores (ei ght points or more lower) than any of 
the other groups. Groups I, 3, and 4 had none, two, and none in number of 
subjects, respectively, that scored eight points or more lower on posttests . 
Group 2 had five subj ects scoring eight points or more lower on posttests. 
Even a surface look at individual scores, in passing, indicates that 
although groups did not appear to be significantly affected by arious kinds 
Table 7 
Comparison of Individual Posttest Scores to Individual 
Pretest Scores for All Groups 
Group Number of Students Number of Students 
with Lower Score with Higher Score 
Group 1 10 14 (Control) 
Group 2 16 8 (Pop) 
Group 3 
(Soft rock) 11 12 
Group 4 10 12 (Hard rock) 
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Table 8 
Comparison of Lowered Individual Posttest Scores 
for A 11 Groups 
Number of Students Number of Students 
Group with Lowered Score wi t h Lowered Score 
of 8 or More Points of 11 or More Po i nts 
Group 1 0 0 (Control) 
Group 2 5 4 
(Po~) 
Group 3 2 1 (Soft rock) 
Group 4 0 0 (Hard rock ) 
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of youth music played in the background while they were being tested, 
nevertheless, certain individual's scores were perhaps made lower by the 
addition of the music. 
The most apparent recommendation to evolve from the present study is 
the need for more research to i nvestigate music's effect on vario'Js forms 
of young people 's mental activities. An examination of the existing 
literature reveals that the majority of the research does not ut i lize 
contemporary youth music as an experimental variable . Few musi c effect 
studies were identified as having been published since the late 1970' s . 
Therefore, more updatea and related studies of thinking and listening 
habits of youth appear necessary. Youth music is , in fact, an ever-chang ing 
form of art which reflects new and innovative sounds. Thus, periodic stuo .. 
must be completed to ascerta; n the effect of innovation. 
While the present study suggests little effect resulting from varying 
forms of music, further research should also be conducted utilizing psy-
chological test results as the dependent variable and varying music forms 
as the independent variable. As previously stated, only one study reviewed 
utilized an intel ligence test as the independent variable. That study was 
reported in 1961 by Williams on research actually completed much earlier . 
Thus, continuing research in this area is needed. 
As has already been noted, there needs to be further research dealing 
with music's effect upon individua1s--as contrasted with groups . The 
current study suggests that, for at least several sub j ects, background music 
may have had a negative impact upon performance. Indeed, there may be 
certain types of young people whose thinking is significantly impaired by 
music while others are not affected. The variables of individual attention 
span, concentration ability, and one's idiosyncratic experience with music 
should also be considered in re1ationshh ' .1 test performance and music forms. 
Lastly. the volume of music should be considered as an independent 
variable in another study. In the present study. the volume of the back-
ground music utilized was set at a constant level for all groups. The 
related study should consider the impact of varying levels of music volume . 
APPENDIX 
March 4, 1982 
Dear Parent : 
A majority of 8eech's 9th-grade students will be taking part in a 
two-part test to be taken the week of March 15 and again the week of 
April 19 of this year . 
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Each testing session will l ast approximately forty-five minutes . 
These testing sessions are part of an experiment . Any results of these 
tests used outs i de Beech High Schoo l will be reported as numbers and not 
as names. Tests to be used are two forms of the Otis-lennon Intelligence 
Test. 
We would appreciate your cooperation i n allowing us to test your 
child . Please check one of the boxes below and s i gn your name . Then 
fill i n the name of your child . (Be sure t o fill out separate fo rms 
for each of your children in the 9th gr' ~e . ) 
Please return thi s letter at once. We need all letters r • • urned no 
later than Wednesday, March 10, if possible . Thaiikyou. 
I- I I give permission to test my child . 
Parent' s Signatu re 
n I do not give permimon to tes t 
my child. 
Chil d's Name : 
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